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SEXTER OF THE HOUSE RESIGNS! SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE,
FORMER T & C ALDERMAN AND CLOSE POLITICAL BUDDY AND
FRIEND OF T&C MAYOR JON DALTON ACCUSED OF HAVING A
SEXUAL AFFAIR WITH TEENAGE COLLEGE INTERN. Since 2008 I have
been trying to provide information that showed how the Missouri Rep and now Missouri
Speaker of the House John Diehl has been ethically challenged. It took a 19-year-old
college freshman to get anyone to pay attention. Here are some of things we reported:
1) When he was on the St. Louis County Elections Board, his buddy
Jon Dalton was hired as a lobbyist for the Elections Board. At the time
Dalton was an elected official (Mayor of Town and Country).
2) Jon Dalton returned the favor and appointed then State Rep. John
Diehl to the city's Architectural Review Board. Diehl missed about 80%
of the meetings, but he started getting campaign contributions from
local home builders and developers.
3) We reported regularly how Diehl rarely got any campaign contributions from within
his district, but often from special interest groups such as tobacco, gambling and the
folks at Smithfield Farms (of Virginia and now owned by a Chinese company).
Smithfield Farms who with Diehl's help got legislation passed that reduced the number
of times small Missouri farmers could sue Smithfield hog farms for polluting their
property.
Diehl had raised over $1,000,000 to run against no one from 2008 through 2013.
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4) Diehl did not use "campaign contributions" to campaign, but often to fly to Las
Vegas, Texas, Kansas City and Washington, DC. No one was registered to vote for
Diehl in any of those places. One campaign expense was the overnight stay in the
Clayton hotel, 12 miles away from his home.
5) We documented Diehl using campaign funds to take Republican state reps to $200,
$300 and $400 diners as he hoped lawmakers would elect him Speaker of the House.
Our favorite was the $242.49 Diehl spent for a Republican Caucus member's dinner at
the Ecco Lounge in Jefferson City. This place is like Smitty's or the Hangar Grill in
Chesterfield. Here are the individual dinners Diehl claimed.
$242.49

$113.36
$333.13
$630.70
$439.54
$290.48
$682.71
$152.61

The Ecco Lounge
Stony River
Café via Roma
Fuji Steakhouse
Fuji Steakhouse
Hereford House
Bailey’s Range
Hero’s Pub

Jefferson City
Caucus member meal
Chesterfield, Mo Caucus member meal
Jefferson City
Caucus member meal
Jefferson City
Caucus member meal
Jefferson City
Caucus member meal
Independence Mo Caucus member meal
St. Louis, MO
Caucus member meal
Warrensburg Mo Caucus member meal

He only made it through four months of his 2-year term as speaker before resigning. What a
waste of money on all these meals.

Diehl's finance report also showed that for seven years, despite never being in a
contested race he routinely spent large sums from his campaign funds to pay off credit
card bills.
THE SEX CASE: In April Missouri Southern University pulled students serving as staff
interns for legislators in Jefferson City for undisclosed reasons. Those reasons reached
reporters with the Kansas City Star. They included that Diehl was having a tryst with a
19-year-old freshman coed from Missouri Southern. The Star had text messages
between the two. Diehl stalled the Star reporters and then refused to do an interview.
At one point he reportedly denied that he had sent inappropriate text messages. Turns
out he lied. The Star posted the story on its website at noon on May 13. Five hours later
Diehl released a statement and admitted sending the text messages and asking for
forgiveness. 26 hours later he had resigned his seat pulling an Anthony Weiner.
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Just what a 19-year-old co-ed is looking for, a balding 49-year-old with sagging jowls and the start of a
double chin., who she has listed on her speed dial as Frank Underwood, Kevin Spacey's character on the
TV show House of Cards.

Texted conversations
Screenshots of the text messages between Diehl and the intern are punctuated throughout with
emoticons and emojis — cartoonish faces that smile or wink. They paint a picture of playful
sexual innuendo.
Her: “You better take care of me.”
Diehl: “Like how?”
Her: “I’ll bet you’ll figure it out.”
Diehl: “I dunno. You have always been disappointed;)”
Her: “I just have high expectations, I guess. Thus far, you’ve done pretty well (an emoji blows a
kiss)”
Diehl: “:). I kinda want to hear what you are expecting”
Then, shortly after, he types: “You will be in good hands :)”
At one point Diehl texts her “God I want you right now,” to which she replies “I wish you could
have me right now.”
In another exchange, she sends a picture of herself in a bikini and Diehl responds: “Damn girl
…”
“Nice”
Shortly after he writes: “I want to see more” followed by a smiling emoji.
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Another exchange centered on Diehl texting that he was “Laying in bed looking at your pic :)”
She responded: “Mmmmm why can’t I be there :)”
Diehl shared photos as well, including one apparently taken while he was on a trade mission to
Europe with Gov. Jay Nixon. The picture shows the speaker standing next to a luxury car in
Munich, Germany.
“Munich is a cool place,” he says.
“That suit and tie combo is sexy and you look great,” she responds. “I see a lot of work is
happening.”
Read more here: http://www.kansascity.com/news/governmentpolitics/article20822424.html#storylink=cpy
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Below is a statement that has been on John Diehl's website since before the November
election and his meeting a certain 19-year-old college student.
I believe in the principles of personal responsibility, economic opportunity, and limited
government. As Speaker, I will work to create an economy that creates jobs, grows businesses,
and promotes opportunities for our kids and grandkids. John Diehl

Apparently Diehl's principles of personal responsibility includes that it is okay to have
sex with a 19-year-old college student working as a volunteer for credit in his office.
Parents who send their kids off to college are aware they are going to expand their
sexual awareness and activity. But I don't think many believe their teenage daughter will
be having sex with a 49-year-old married man with three kids by his current wife and
another out of wedlock.

Here is Diehl in a photo from his website in front of his newly remodeled garage at his house on the
corner of White Stable Lane and Clayton Road. The house was remodeled at the same time Diehl
amassed a fortune in campaign contributions while running against no opponent.

Here is the Legislative Intern position for 12-credits from the Missouri Southern U
website:

Legislative Internship
Every Spring MSSU sends a group of students to live Jefferson City and work in the Capital Building as
interns for Missouri State legislators. This Program has been credited with being the best program in the State of
Missouri by those we serve. Every past participant in this program has used the experience to further their life goals
whether it be working for the legislature, gaining contacts for admission to graduate school or finding other
employment. The experience gained and connections forged are priceless. This program is open to all MSSU
students who meet the program requirements and successfully complete the application process. Student
participants receive a 12-hour tuition scholarship and a stipend to help cover living expenses.
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"The experience gained and connections forged are priceless" I don't think that means
having sex with politicians 30 years older than the students.
REPUBLICAN HOUSE MEMBERS ARE TWO FACED: Republican house members
originally supporting Diehl are quoted in an AP story out of Jefferson City Wednesday
night with many saying that Diehl has admitted what he has done and has asked for
forgiveness.
First Diehl has admitted to only sending the grossly inappropriate text messages. He
has said he has not had sex with the intern. Please reread the text messages and
honestly tell me that you believe there was no sexual contact between these two.
Secondly House Republicans from the same party that lashed out at President Bill
Clinton's sexual affair with Monica Lewinsky are now saying forgive and forget. At least
Lewinsky wasn't a teenager. On the other side of the coin Democrats who were
supporting Clinton were calling for Diehl to resign. It appears as if the House
Republicans could see the handwriting on the wall, lots of Republican voters have
teenage daughters. Diehl had to go. 26 hours after the KC Star article was posted he
was gone.
Also it is one thing to forgive but entirely something less not to punish. Under this
theory, let's just get rid of the Department of Corrections. They made a mistake and we
forgive them. You cannot forget about the second most powerful politician in the state
having sex with a 19-year girl who is working in Jefferson City earning college credits.
He needed to do what he eventually did, resign from elected office. Here is some of the
AP article:
Diehl said he wouldn't step down from his position, despite a statement from six of the House's top Democrats calling upon
him "resign the post of House speaker without further delay."
"I've asked for my caucus' forgiveness," Diehl said Wednesday night, referring to House Republicans. When asked whether
he believes members will forgive him, he responded, "Yes."
A large group of House Republicans met for about an hour earlier Wednesday night.
Republican St. Louis Rep. Marsha Haefner said as she left the meeting that she supports Diehl "100 percent."
Rep. Scott Fitzpatrick, R-Shell Knob, also voiced support for Diehl.
"He's owned up to what's happened and apologized and asked for forgiveness," Fitzpatrick said. "I'm a forgiving person."
Diehl did not specifically mention the text messages in an earlier written statement and declined to answer questions about
them Wednesday night. He also said that he did not engage in sexual relations with the intern.
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http://bigstory.ap.org/article/cd19c393e2a24f06b962b95cc17fe803/missourihouse-speaker-apologizes-after-report-about-intern
If Diehl thinks this is just a local story that will soon be over thanks to his admission
about the text messages and his resignation he should think again. Within four hours it
was on Rachael Maddow's website at MSNBC, on salon.com, in daily newspapers
across the country and the Daily Times in the United Kingdom. By Thursday it was
posted on the Washington Post's website.
MAYOR'S STATEMENT AT NEIGHBORHOOD MEETINGS TAKES ON A WHOLE
NEW SLANT: After Town and Country mayor Jon Dalton suddenly left the Lewis-Rice
law firm he joined Armstrong-Teasdale where his buddy Diehl was a partner ( Diehl was
later left in October of 2014). Dalton liked to impress residents at homeowner
association meetings with his influence.
"I share a secretary with the Missouri Speaker of the House," Dalton would tell
residents.

WE GOT EMAILS: My email mailbox was rapidly filling up on Wednesday. Here are a
few of the better comments concerning Mr. Diehl.
John, just heard on 1120 news that your friend John Diehl has been sending sexually explicit
text messages to interns. They have shut down the intern program at Jeff City because of this
hanky panky. There is a disease, I think, that can affect some politicians and cause their libido
to go nuts when holding a position of power. I call it political libidoitis ( inflamation of the libido).
Diehl's deal is like any other male, he only has enough blood to work his brain or his ding dong.
I feel sorry for his wife and children. It is a good thing he isn't married to me because I would
remove one of his choices !!! Mercy that man was set up and he was too stupid to see it.
Looking forward to your next newsletter. Good lord…
I am sure you have seen the news. Any chance that there are others he has played with? I
can't say I am sorry but I do hope someone investigates him, his lies, his deals etc.
Merry Christmas!
I am still laughing at John Diehl. His blunder could not happen to a bigger jackass.
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IRS FRAUD CONTINUES TO TOP THE TOWN AND COUNTRY
MONTHLY POLICE AND CRIME REPORT: In the month of March there were
48 IRS fraud reports filed with the Town and Country Police of crooks obtaining tax
refunds after obtaining personal information from data breaches. That number soared to
78 in April. There have been 143 reports of IRS Tax Return fraud filed with the Town
and Country Police in 2015.
The following activity was reported by the police department during the month of April:
Officers responded to a total of 1657 calls for service and wrote a total of 312 reports,
Including:
103 Vehicle Crashes
111 Criminal Reports (78 were IRS fraud reports)
19 Driving While Intoxicated Arrests (1 Felony, 1 Misdemeanor, 17 Ordinances)
41 Misc Arrests (Traffic, Fugitive, Failure to Appear charges, etc)
453 Traffic Citations issued (253 Speeding)

2015 Police Activity Town and Country YTD Jan-April
293 Vehicle Crashes
258 Criminal Reports
68 Driving While Intoxicated arrests (4 Felony, 2 Misd, 62 Ord)
168 Misc Arrests (Traffic charges, Fugitive charges, Failure to Appear charges, etc)
1,855 total traffic citations issued
1,369 speeding

22-YEAR-OLD TOWN AND COUNTRY MAN ARRESTED FOR FELONY DWI AFTER
THIRD DRUNK DRIVING ARREST: On April 22 at 2:08 am 22-year-old Joseph
Morrissey of 1050 Polo Downs in Town and Country was stopped in the 12900 block of
the North Forty Drive for weaving and failure to signal by Town and Country Police.
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Police determined that Morrissey was drunk. He also at the ripe old age of 22 had
already earned two DWI convictions and two drivers license suspensions.
Morrissey was booked for Felony DWI Persistent Offender. The case has now been
sent to the St. Louis County Prosecutor's Office for charging.
$5,000 BEAUTIFICATION GRANT FOR SUBDIVISION FULL OF MILLIONAIRES! Bill
15-28 was on the agenda to give $5,000 to the needy folks of the Town and Country
Estates subdivision. The 2015 budget coming out of the Finance Commission had a
$1,000,000 deficit in it. That didn't bother Mayor Jon Dalton, who added $20,000 for
$5,000 Beautification Grants to needy subdivisions of millionaires to spruce up the
entrances.
Here is the current entrance to Town and Country Estates:

As you drive a short way into the subdivision there is a sign telling you that you are not
welcome. A sign saying "No Thru Street" might be an informative sign, but the one they
have up is almost a KEEP OUT SIGN. Keep in mind this is a city street, maintained by
Town and Country. You would think city streets would not have sign inferring otherwise
trying to keep us common folk out.
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Here are some of the houses of the needy residents of Town and Country Estates.
Don't let the Mercedes Benz, Lexus and BMW autos in driveways fool you. I did not see
a Tesla anywhere in the subdivision. These people need our tax money, despite the
fact that the budget is not balanced.
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The subdivision while wanting our money doesn't want us other T&C residents to drive
by. I'm not sure how they are tolerating these intruders:

Two cul-de-sacs have plantings and metal benches. Of course these niceties are well
after the Keep Out…er…I mean "Residents Only" signs.
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The subdivision's plan includes spending $1,000 for plantings that cannot be seen from
the entrance of the subdivision. They also want three sign poles and street signs, with
only one to be used at the entrance of the subdivision. Since these are city streets the
city already provides these signs. Apparently the standard city signs are unacceptable
to the needy people of Town and Country Estates.
Here are some of the recent sale prices for houses in Town and Country Estates:
909 Town and County Estates Ct.
$800,000
912 Town and Country Estates Ct $1,307,190
830 Town and Country Estates Dr. $874,000
900 Town and Country Estates Dr. $899,900
Here is the proposed bill for the work:
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09/27/13
07/17/14
04/16/12

WARD 1 Skip Mange, the chair of the Conservation Commission that recommended
this $5,000 bill get approved will vote for it. Lynn Wright is always for wasting money,
so there is another yes vote.
Ward 2 You might get some NO votes out of Ward 2. Amy Anderson had promised to
be fiscally responsible. Tiffany Frautschi is one of the people being discriminated
against with the Neighborhood Beautification since she doesn't live in a subdivision.
Plus she really beat the fiscal watchdog drum in her recent campaign.
Over in Ward 3 Fred Meyland-Smith will surely vote for this. Gussie Crawford might
not.
Gussie at first was against Dalton adding this to the budget, but then voted for it. She
said at the time she would vote against individual requests as they came up. She like
Frautschi is discriminated by this ordinance as she does not live in a subdivision.
Anyone who owns a house on a major road cannot receive funds from these grants.
Gussie has such a history of following in line with the others and not taking a stand, I
think despite earlier opposition she will vote for this waste of money.
In Ward-4 I see Jon Benigas voting for it. Linda Rallo when elected looked to be an
independent, but after a year she seems to have fallen in with the Dalton Gang. Rallo
has proclaimed that she "likes pretty things" when she voted to include Beautification
Grants to the budget, but would have preferred to see the money spent on public
property such as right away areas at major intersections.
Unless there is a big citizen backlash I see this passing on a 6-2 or maybe 5-3 vote.

DALTON DENIES DOING ANYTHING UNETHICAL WITH
REPRESENTING CLIENT WANTING TO BUILD AN ASSISTED LIVING
COMMUNITY IN TOWN AND COUNTRY. Regular readers know we took
Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon Dalton to task in our last newsletter that he was
representing a regular client, who builds assisted living facilities across the county and
is proposing one in Town and Country.
In papers filed on May 1 with the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services,
Dalton signed that he was the representative for the developer, W.B. Properties, LLC
and as the contact person.
http://health.mo.gov/information/boards/certificateofneed/pdf/5186.pdf
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This filing and Dalton representing the developer, his buddy, William Biermann was
mentioned in an article in the St. Louis Business Journal on Monday May 4 and the
SHIT hit the fan.
At the start of the Monday May 11th Board of Aldermen meeting Dalton stated he
wanted to make a few remarks. He then made a Richard M. Nixon, "I am not a crook
speech."
"I have been for the last 30 years in the transactional service as a lawyer for some very
large law firms," said Dalton. (In the last 12 years two of the large firms decided they
did not need Dalton as a partner any longer.)
The lie: "These involvements are beyond my control," added Dalton, causing me to
laugh. "Each time this has happened I have recused myself," he said. In 2005 when he
was an alderman running for mayor he took on the West County EMS and Fire
Protection District, the city's largest contractor that was negotiating a new contract, as a
lobbying client. He stayed on the fire district's books after being elected mayor in April
until the end of the Missouri legislative term in May.
Perhaps Dalton in 2005 up to and beyond when he signed a $17.5 million new contract
with the fire district was suffering amnesia and forgot he had an obvious conflict of
interest.
Dalton continued that he was going to file papers with the city clerk and the State of
Missouri removing himself from the assisted living proposal and recuse himself if it
came up.

Dalton making the announcement that he is not a crook.

AMNESIA STRIKES AGAIN: After listening to Dalton the best I could figure was that
on May 1, 2015 when he signed the papers and filed them with the Department of
Health and Senior Services about the need for the assisted living facility in Town and
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Country he had forgotten he was THE MAYOR OF TOWN AND COUNTRY, had been
for 11 years and what he was doing was a conflict of interest.
11 days after the signing the application and filing it with the State of Missouri he has
yet to remove himself from the deal by filing the forms with the Ethics Commission,
Department of Health and Senior Services and the City Clerk.
Let’s face it, if the article did not appear in the Business Journal Dalton would not be
doing any of this. He would be collecting fees from his client.
The secondary conflict of interest: There is a more subtle conflict of interest in play
here also. Dalton appointed all the people currently serving on the Architectural Review
Board and the Planning and Zoning Commission. All those people know that Dalton is
or was behind this assisted living project. Do you think some might be fearful of not
being reappointed if they did not vote for the Assisted Living Facility when it came
before them?
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FROM THE PEANUT GALLERY: There were two people who signed up to speak.
Both were former alderpersons. Both are often at the top of the "Kooks" list. However
on Monday Al Gerber's remarks made a lot of sense and drew comments later from two
two aldermen who directly supported Dalton's ethics and questioned people who would
dare criticize Dalton.
Here are some of Al's remarks:
"When I first heard about it (assisted living facility proposal), I figured the applicants
knew very little about Town and Country.
Imagine my surprise when I read the deals of the application and realized that the
attorney representing this project was none other than our Mayor, Jonathan Dalton.
This project is a bad idea and appearance of a conflict of interest is too obvious to
ignore. No amount of "recusing" can put enough distance between the mayor and the
city government," said Gerber.
Next up was former alderwoman Barbara Ann Hughes, who since 2010 I have heard
talk at meetings about nothing other than non-lethal deer control. I was hoping that
Hughes might have found that unethical behavior by the mayor was a bigger issue than
deer. I was wrong. She talked about deer again.
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A FEW MINUTES LATER…When aldermen normally announce when their commission
is holding its next meeting, Ald. Jon Benigas gave a speech supporting Mayor Dalton.
Benigas said when he read the story in the Business Journal he did not email or call Jon
Dalton, because "he knew his friend (Dalton) would do the right thing." Benigas went on
to say that Jon Dalton proved that with his remarks at the start of the meeting. Benigas
also took a shot anyone questioning Dalton, saying what an ethical person Dalton is.
This goes to prove that Benigas is either naïve or doesn't have a clue. (Keep in mind
that it was Benigas who said the best way to reduce Town and Country's carbon
footprint would be for all the residents to become vegetarians.)
Skip Mange then said he agreed whole heartedly with Benigas. Luckily neither Tiffany
Frautschi nor Amy Anderson had their clothes soiled with all the bull shit Dalton was
shoveling.
DON'T FORGET THE OLD WISE SAYING: If you have to ask if there is a conflict or if
you have to give a speech saying there is not a conflict, then there probably is a conflict.
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WOMAN WHO VANDALIZED CAR AT JCC BECAUSE SHE DID NOT
LIKE THE WAY IT WAS PARKED PLEADS GUILTY: On Friday June 27,
2014 shortly before 10 am, Officer Borawski of the Chesterfield Police was dispatched
to the Jewish Community Center on Baxter Road reference a car that had been
vandalized the evening before on Thursday June 26.
The victim said he parked his recently purchased 2011 Infinity at the far end of the
parking parking lot, where there were no other cars and he had straddled two spaces.
He said that sometime between 5:50 and 6:30 the car was vandalized. He returned to
the car and found that every window had been smeared with a black substance, likely
mascara. Also there was a note on his windshield. It read:
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"Hey faggot! How about you park like a normal person you dick head. Also I left
you some presents on your gay car! Love the Chesterfield Community. You're a
pussy!"
The victim discovered that scratches were left on the windows causing $3,022 in
damage.
Officer Borawski obtained surveillance video of the lot at the JCC that showed a pickup
truck occupied by a male and two females had been near the victim's car at the time of
the vandalism and a white female in her late teens exited the truck and walked to the
victim's car. The license plate on the pickup truck could be easily seen.
A phone call was made to the registered owner of the pickup truck who told Officer
Borawski that he had been expecting the call. He continued that a passenger in his
truck, Carlie Hertel was mad at the way the car was parked and decided to do
something about it using her mascara pen. He then gave up Hertel's cell number.

(The police report spells her last name Hertle, however court and tax records spell her
last name Hertel.)
Hertel, 18-years-old of Wildwood, was called and came to the police station. She gave a
statement that her friends encouraged her to do something about the way the Infiniti
was parked.
When told that her mascara pencil had damaged the windows of the car, Hertel said
she had not intended for that to happen, that she just wanted to leave a message to the
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owner that he should not park his car that way. Besides giving a verbal statement
Hertel also gave a written statement, which we believe was done with a ballpoint pen
and not a mascara pencil.
Due to the level of damage the case was sent to the County prosecutor's office where a
felony Destruction of Property Warrant was issued. Hertel was later indicted by a grand
jury.
OUTCOME: Hertel's arrest had become a national story even appeared in the New York
Post. On March 19, 2015 the charge was reduced from a felony to a misdemeanor and
she pled guilty. She was given a 2-year probation term that is being supervised by the
Missouri Board of Probation and Parole.
We made the following suggestion to Hertel in August and it still stands…plus we might
add now that we have seen the note she left, that perhaps she could go a little easy on
the Gay Bashing.

"Asshole" is a gender and sexual preference neutral term.

RESIDENT'S REMARKS DIRECTED AT COUNCILWOMAN FULTS'
TIRADE AT MAYOR: Chesterfield resident and a reader of this newsletter opened
the May 4 City Council meeting as the first speaker in the "Hearing Comments from
Citizens" section of the meeting. Norm Baxter took Connie Fults to task over remarks
directed at Mayor Nation that Baxter read in this newsletter. Fults did not deny that
account was accurate but dismissed it as being on "a blog." Here is what the Norm
Baxter had to say.
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Like many Chesterfield citizens, I'm remiss at not attending more sessions to stay
abreast of municipal activities. Councils work best when residents get involved.
I suspect most of us feel things are going relatively well. We don't have the
controversies that plague Town and Country, Wildwood, Ellisville and other
communities. That's not an excuse for our absence but it may explain why we
take city government for granted.
But when the media reports a lack of decorum at a council meeting, we need to
pay attention. No one expects all of you to agree on every issue but we do expect
civility. When a councilwoman accuses the mayor of having a hidden agenda,
being heavy handed and stacking the deck against the rest of the council,
citizens deserve an accounting. What triggered this unseemly outburst and was it
justified?
Was Ms. Fultz defending taxpayers from unwarranted invasion from the city
fathers? Was she protecting the interests of the homeowner? Well, if you read
the newsletter, the answer is no. She went ballistic, according to John Hoffmann,
over some committee assignments. Turned out, differences from the previous
year were only slight. It's hard to imagine how a move from one committee to
another would threaten the well being of Chesterfield citizens.
Her real beef seemed to be focused on who gets to do the picking. The city
charter should be clear on this. A lot of people would contend that the mayor
should be the final authority. Chesterfield voters elected him to the top post in
city government.
But Ms. Fults' tantrum prompted a melee with council members taking sides,
several of them sounding like they don't think the mayor should be entitled to do
his job.
I for one would urge the council to support the man voters chose. If they have
greater ambitions, let them put their names on the ballot in years to come. In the
meantime, put aside the flame throwers and govern with grace. The citizens will
be grateful.
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Norm Baxter reading his statement with Connie Fults in the
background,

Connie Fults decided to respond and stated that Mr. Baxter got his information from a
blog and did not get the whole story. She claimed that committees have been
appointed by the councilperson themselves for years.
Of course Fults could not name anything in my report that was not factual. She also
chose to ignore the fact that I presented both sides of the story. Also Jim Erikson of
West Magazine posted a story about Fults and the issue of committee selection online.
Erikson's story led with the lack of civility involved. Here are the first three paragraphs of
Erickson's article.

Chesterfield appointments spark City Council debate
By: Jim Erickson
April 23, 2015 214 Views
Chesterfield City Council members sworn in to two-year terms of office by Municipal Judge Richard Brunk, Jr., at
the April 22 meeting include, from left, Bruce DeGroot, Nancy Greenwood, Bridget Nations and Dan Hurt.
The collegial atmosphere that typically prevails during Chesterfield City Council meetings was replaced by clouds
of division as councilmembers pushed back on Mayor Bob Nation’s appointment of an interim city attorney as well
as committee assignments at the April 22 session.
The verbal jousting and parliamentary brouhaha didn’t begin until after the family-and-friends-oriented swearing in
of councilmembers victorious in the April 7 election, presentations to outgoing member Derek Grier and City
Attorney Rob Heggie, who is leaving that position after being named an associate circuit judge, and a celebratory
reception for those attending….
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COMMITTEE SELECTIONS CONTROVERSY GOES TO COUNCIL AS A
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE: The verbose exchanges that highlighted the April 22
Chesterfield City Council meeting over committee assignments appointed by the mayor
instead of the council were a little toned down for the May 4th meeting. It was decided
during the agenda review meeting that instead of sending the matter to the Finance and
Administration Committee for review they would send it to the entire Council as a
Whole. This means they will have a special meeting just to discuss this one issue.
Councilman Mike Casey who is well known for slouching in a chair and not saying a
thing during an entire meeting spoke up with maybe the best suggestion to date on the
issue.

"You can always just do rock, scissors, paper," said Casey

WHERE HAVE ALL THE TREES GONE, LONG TIME PASSING, WHERE HAVE ALL
THE TREES GONE, LONG TIME AGO! Okay I substituted "trees" for "flowers." Here
is the photo I took three weeks ago as they started cutting down trees for a new
subdivision of 31 homes on Clayton Road at Schoettler Road. Next to it is a photo from
the same spot that I took 10 days later. It is amazing that Brinkman Homes, the builder
could not figure out a way to have a tree in the front and back yard of each house they
build.
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NEW COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE TIRE
AND WHEEL DAMAGE ALERT IN CHESTERFIELD: If you remember in the
spring of 2014 I ran this photo of the terrible condition of Chesterfield Parkway West.
The photo is of the eastbound lanes from City Hall before the red light at Forest Trace
and the entrance to the Monsanto research complex.

2014
At the time Chesterfield's Director of Services Mike Geisel said the road needed to be
rebuilt, but the County Highway Department told him it was in "acceptable" condition.
Several people I spoke with over the condition of road did not disagree with the position
of Mike Geisel that the County Highway Department was not in a hurry to do any
improvements in Chesterfield because then County Executive Charlie Dooley received
few votes from Chesterfield precincts.
Well Dooley was defeated in the August primary and Steve Stenger took over the first of
the year. Things have not improved and the road condition has actually gotten worse.
Here are some photos from the other side of the street of westbound lanes between the
same red light and City Hall.

NOW 2015
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2015
Geisel does point out that the City has been maintaining the plants in the center median
areas of the County Highway. "At least when their wheel rim gets bent and blows a tire
they will have something nice to look at while they wait for the tow truck," he said.
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A MOVE OF SWEET GUM TREES FROM NUISANCE LIST TO DANGEROUS LIST
COULD BE COSTLY: Last year Ward 1 Councilman Barry Flachsbart wanted to
include Sweet Gum Trees under the city nuisance tree program. The program allows
residents and homeowners association to request the city cut down Sweet Gum trees
along streets in subdivisions if they give $100 toward the $300 cost to plant a new tree.

There is $200,000 in this fund for 2015 and it covers other trees besides sweet gums.
There are an estimated 2,000 Sweet Gum trees on city right of way and easements next
to streets.
To declare Sweet Gum trees dangerous could cost Chesterfield a lot of money said
Mike Geisel, Director of Services at a recent Planning and Public Works meeting.
He pointed out that "Dangerous trees" have to be removed immediately. The cost of
removing a sweet gum tree is between $800 and $1,200 Geisel explained, depending
on size and location. That would mean a cost of $2,000,000 to remove them all.
Geisel pointed out that Pin Oaks are being hit by a disease and as they start to die out
they will have to be removed.
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Post-Dispatch free lance reporter Mary Shapiro was at the meeting and had a short
article in the paper the next day. Some at the Planning and Public Works Committee
complained about inaccuracies in Shapiro's article and led to lots of complaints from
residents.
I was at the meeting and did not notice any misinformation in Mary's article based on
what was said at the meeting. That's not to say that some of the information provided
wasn't sketchy. Here is Mary's article:
CHESTERFIELD • Chesterfield soon could be declaring war on sweet gum trees and what some call the dangerous gum balls they produce.
The City Council voted unanimously on Monday night to send to its planning and public works subcommittee for study three proposed pieces
of legislation that Councilman Barry Flachsbart said were recommended by a resident of the Green Trails subdivision area.
The first would officially declare sweet gum trees in the city as “hazardous” trees.
The second would state that residents with sweet gum trees in their front yards must keep the sidewalk and/or a 2-foot-wide path in the
street in front clear of sweet gum balls at all times.
And the third would say that residents or lawn services that cuts grass in a home’s front yard and blow sweet gum balls into the street must
clean up those balls within one hour.
Recommendations on the proposals from the subcommittee would come back before the full City Council.
“I think this resident’s goal is to make having sweet gum trees less pleasant for people who have them on their lawns,” said Flachsbart, who
admitted he and his wife, as well as the resident’s wife, have twisted ankles tripping on sweet gum balls.
“The implication is that this resident wants to accelerate the city’s process of getting rid of sweet gums as street trees, and I like the concept of
declaring these as hazardous trees.”
He said the city has tried, over the years, to get rid of some of these trees.
The city removes sweet gum trees at the request of neighbors or a subdivision’s trustees when a street tree is on public right of way,
Flachsbart said.

This article brought a number of complaint calls and emails and prompted Geisel to
issue a warning.
"People who are happy with these trees see us showing up to cut them down, you are
not going to be believe the complaints you are going to get," he said.
Reader comments: Here is my favorite comment posted by Post-Dispatch online
readers about Mary Shapiro's article:
David McCrary · Top Commenter · Millikin University
Ferguson should have such problems.
May 4 at 10:22pm
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For people interested in saving keeping Sweet Gum trees from being declared
dangerous the next Planning and Public Works Committee Meeting is in the rear first
floor meeting room on Thursday May 21 at 5:30 pm.
I find it interesting that some city council members think sweet gum trees are
dangerous, but apparently don't think drunk drivers are and continue to reappoint Judge
Rick Brunk and prosecutor Tim Engelmeyer who routinely allow serious drunk drivers to
leave court with no points on their driving record, having been convicted of "Illegal
Parking" instead of Careless Driving, Leaving the Scene of an Accident, Following Too
Closely and other serious charges.

NOTHING LIKE A LITTLE PRESSURE…MAY 4 WAS GOKUL VENKATACHALAM
DAY IN CHESTERFIELD: Gokul Venkatachalam is now a 4-time winner of the PostDispatch Spelling Bee. He will compete again this May 24 in the Scripps Howard
National Spelling Bee in suburban Washington, DC. Last year he finished third so the
Parkway West middle school student has the weight of the world on his shoulders. To
add to the pressure the City of Chesterfield declared May 4 Gokul Venkatachalam Day.
It should be easy to remember in future years since it is the day before Cinco de Mayo.
Anyway Gokul was given a plaque and a "make us proud" send off.

Mayor Bob Nation finally gets spelling champ Gokul Venkatachalam to crack a smile.

CITY COUNCIL VOTES TO APPOINT NOBODY TO POSITION OF ASSISTANT
PROSECUTOR. BUT ONCE WE FIND OUT WHO IT IS THE CITY COUNCIL ONCE
AGAIN HAS CREATED A CONFLICT OF INTEREST: At the May 4 Chesterfield City
Council Mayor Bob Nation announced after appointing Tim Engelmeyer again as city
prosecuting attorney earlier in the year they forgot to appoint an assistant prosecutor.
The assistant prosecutor fills in for the prosecutor when he has to recuse himself due to
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ethical conflicts. Of course this is not too likely since Engelmeyer seems to have great
trouble in recognizing conflicts.
Engelmeyer has no problem in presenting deals that leaves serious DWI suspects with
no points on their license and no open court records of convictions. Reducing a
Careless Driving charge that results in a crash to "Parking Violation" is no problem for
Engelmeyer as long as the defendant has a well paid lawyer representing them.
After Nation mentioned the need for an assistant prosecutor appointment, there was a
motion to pass the resolution and a second. There was then a unanimous vote. There
was just one thing missing. THERE WAS NO NAME OF WHO THE ASSISTANT
PROSECUTOR WOULD BE!
After the meeting I learned from City Clerk Vicki Haas that the assistant prosecutor
would continue to be Anthony Pezzani, who is Engelmeyer's law partner.
In theory if Engelmeyer would have a conflict of interest with a case, surely so would his
three person law firm. That fact did not seem to bother anyone on the city council.
What really gets me is that Engelmeyer apparently has an assistant who also can read
the police reports that point out how people have prior DWI convictions or pending
cases. This means when DWI pleas are no-record SIS probations and serious
underlining charges are reduced to "Illegal parking" the prosecutor should have been
aware of it and made the decision to ignore such information.

Pezzani

Engelmeyer

MEDIA REPORT: POST-DISPATCH SHOOTS SELF IN FOOT AGAIN: It
is as if the editors at the Post-Dispatch never connect with the readers. In the Sunday
May 3 edition of of the Post-Dispatch editor Gibert Bailon announced layout changes at
the Post-Dispatch.
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The most popular writer for the Post-Dispatch is clearly Bill McClellan. They moved his
column again. It will be harder for McClellan fans to find. The column that had run four
days a week was located above the fold on the page before the editorials for years.
There was a time it was on the bottom third of the Metro Section. It was later moved to
A2.
Apparently to screw with loyal readers the PD is having Bill's column in different
locations on different days. On Sundays it will be below the fold on page one of a new
section called "Sunday." Then on Wednesdays and Fridays it will be on A-2 of the front
page section.
Normally McClellan's popular columns were all together, but now the Post-Dispatch
wants to challenge readers as the column on Sunday has a jump to the inside of the
section. So Bill's fans will first have to find it in the new section and then after reading
three or four paragraphs, have to turn pages to find it inside the paper.
Finally Bailon missed the lead. The P-D is reducing Bill's columns from four a week to
three a week, cutting out the Monday column. For a guy who has been writing 4columns a week for over 30 years, Bill deserves the break. But it will mean fewer
columns about his dogs and damaged oven doors. which can be very entertaining.

Bill McClellan's Sunday column is now below the fold and with a jump. A
total lack of respect shown to St. Louis' most popular columnist ever. In the second week after the
change, Bill was above the fold, but the column still jumped inside the section.
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Finally the command staff at the P-D has made Leah Thorsen the new transportation
writer. Thorsen is from Minnesota and came to St. Louis by way of Wisconsin. With all
the different city, county and state streets and highway departments along with the
complicated city limit borders often going down the middle of streets it is clearly a good
idea to have a local handle that assignment. One of her first items was "Art at the
Airport." Not exactly something that will affect my commute times.
TOWN AND STYLE MAGAZINE'S TRIVIA SECTION WITH WRONG FACTS: The
weekly Town and Style Magazine mailed to people in wealthy zip codes introduced the
Neighborhood Trivia section by Stephanie Zeilenga in its May 6, 2015 edition. Zeilenga
had little bits about certain areas. It included this about Chesterfield…
"Before the 1998 incorporation, Chesterfield was known by many different names,
including Hog Hollow, Gumbo and River's Edge."
Here is the problem with that sentence for trivia buffs. Chesterfield was not
incorporated in 1998. It began as a city in 1988. When dealing with trivia you had
better be right. If you make errors like that one, people quit reading not believing
anything else in the article.

NEW BOOK ON ST. LOUIS IS MISSING UPDATED INFORMATION ON
St. DUCHESNE: A new coffee table book on the history of St. Louis by Carol Ferring
Shepley had a page on St. Rose Philippine Duchesne. Shepley stopped with Sr.
Duchesne being canonized by Pope John Paul II in 1988. Of course that is not the last
thing that has happened to St. Duchesne.
She was sued in 2007 by Town and Country Mayor Jon Dalton and a group of others
trying to develop the "Ice House" nightclub district on S. Broadway south of the new
baseball stadium. This group did not believe ballpark Village would ever get built across
the street from the baseball park.
Their other problem was they were under funded. First they used eminent domain to
snatch a salvage yard business operated by a 78-year-old widow and her family for 60
years. The wanted the property for parking.
Next they sued under eminent domain the Sisters of the Sacred Heart to obtain a
vacant building and property. They had to sue St. Duchesne because even though she
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had been dead for over 150 years. She originally bought the property in 1827 and built
an orphanage for girls. Her name was still on the real estate deed.

The widow, Opal Henderson fought the lost of her property and sued claiming she was
under paid. She won a large judgment against Dalton and friends, but they did not pay
her. She then sued them in Federal Court and the group paid her over $800,000 before
trial.
But what I really wonder is if Dalton went to confession after suing St. Duchesne.

How would that go…?
Dalton: Bless Me Father for I have sinned. I just sued St. Rose Philippine Duchesne so
my friends and I can get the land where she started an orphanage for girls in 1827 so
we can build nightclubs, sell liquor and hire young women with large breasts as
waitresses."
Priest: Son you must give up any office or job involving public trust. You must give a
Sacred Heart Charity $50,000 and of course say 10 Hail Marys."
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WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

The fire hydrant in front of the mega Schnucks supermarket in Des Peres is facing away
from the road and building. Fire hydrants face the road so a pumper truck can pull up
next to them and quickly connect to the hydrant and begin pumping water to the fire
hoses. In this case the hydrant is facing the parking space my Honda Accord is in.
THE MOST INTERESTING 2015 SCHOLAR ATHLETES: If you remember in our May
26, 2014 newsletter (#130) by going through the Post-Dispatch Scholar Athletes we
picked our top Scholar Athlete based on their favorite musician and book. The clear
winner was Madeleine Elizabeth Sutherland of Warrenton High School. Sutherland
picked John Steinbeck's East of Eden for her book which was interesting, but when she
picked the late Ella Fitzgerald as her favorite musician she was a lock.

Here is a link to that newsletter…and our selection of Sutherland as the smartest of the smartest is on
page 24

http://johnhoffmann.net/combined_22.pdf
Unfortunately there were no scholar athletes from Warrenton this year.
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The selection of "My Favorite Book" by students went mostly to popular recent books or
series, like Harry Potter. However there were some surprises.
"To Kill a Mockingbird" is still on three or four students' lists this year, but it was beat out
by F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Two girls had Jane Austen's "The Pride and
Prejudice" published in 1813 as their favorite book.
Going to the oldest read around, I counted six students who picked "The Bible" as their
favorite book. Five of the six were from the East Side. Being consistent, Kenneth
Knight of East St. Louis High School listed the Bible as his favorite book and
Christian Rapper Lecrae as his favorite musician.
Keeping with old books as favorites, Jaylan James, who letter in football, baseball,
basketball and track at Miller Career Academy listed Shakespeare's Hamlet as his
favorite read. His musical tastes did not go to the classics as his favorite performers
were Kanye West and Jay Z.

Jaylan James

Collinsville's Harrison Wethers was on the basketball and track teams, but listed a
baseball book as his favorite. Michael Lewis' "Moneyball" was on the top of his list. But
Wethers' goal is to major in business at either Norte Dame or Ohio State, so
"Moneyball" makes perfect sense.

Harrison Wethers

Kyle Kaletka of Mehlville H.S. reported Franksestein by May Shelly was his favorite
book. He was the only one choosing this monster tale.
Michael Wielanskey of Ladue picks the depressing "In Cold Blood" by Truman
Capote. None of the smart athletes picked Capote's other top selling book, "Breakfast
at Tiffany's" as a favorite.
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Mike Wielanskey

From Parkway Central, Taylor Burlis picked a book I read around 1965 and I still have
my copy. It is John Howard Griffin's "Black Like Me" that is a journal of how Griffin, a
white changed the color of his skin by talking prescription drugs and heat lamp
treatments and then travelled through the South in 1960. The most recent reprint of the
book was in 2010. Griffin, from Dallas, died in 1980 at age 60.

For years J.D. Salinger's coming of age "Catcher In The Rye" was a big favorite with
teens. This year I only saw it on two Student Athlete's list of favorite books. That was
Melissa McMullin of Parkway West and Sarah Hinson of St. Clair.
Two girls listed recent James Patterson books of their favorites. It is hard to actually
refer to these as books. In recent years Patterson has been editing co-writers work
keeping the books short, with only two and three page long chapters. They are fun to
read but the plot and storyline are quickly forgotten.
Whitfield's Mary Sescleifer was the only student to pick a book by America's favorite
author, John Grisham. "Street Lawyer" published in 1998 was her favorite. She has lots
of newer Grisham books to catch up on.
The combination of "goals" and "favorite book" that scared me the most was by Emily
Janowski of Wright City. Emily listed Stephen King's novel "Misery" as her favorite and
added that she wanted to go to medical school to become a family doctor.
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Emily Janowski

The student picking a true iconic music group or musician was Daniel Bicklein of
Waterloo, who picked the Beatles as his favorite music act.

The best answer from the Class of 2015 Scholar Athletes was from Kacy Eschweiler of
St. Charles West. For her long term goal she wrote, "Plan A is to marry J.J. Watt (26year-old professional football player with the Houston Texans). It that doesn't work out I
want to be around sports." Kacy finished first in her class of 150.

RESTAURANT INFO: Villa Farotto closes in Chesterfield Valley. On Monday May
10, 2015 after 11 years, Villa Farotto closed.

MUSIC: IT'S BACK! After taking April off, The Rat Pack Monday show starring Dean
Christopher returns to the One-19 North in Kirkwood this Monday May 18 starting at :30.
Call 314-821-4119 to get a table close to the action. There is no cover or minimum.
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CARTOONS:
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